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Secure Cloud Document Capture 
Streamlined secure document processing built for your organization 
 

 

Neubus AV-6000 
Secure Cloud Document Scanner 
 
Organizations today are looking for ways to cut costs, increase productivity and contribute to a 
greener environment, all while maintaining the highest levels of security. The Neubus Secure Cloud 
Document Capture solution provides unmatched security and complete versatility, allowing 
organizations to quickly start creating digital files at a low initial setup cost.   
 
Using the NIST-laboratory certified Neubus Secure Cloud Scanner (AV-6000), users can securely scan 
documents directly to the Cloud.  The digital files are stored in the Neubus NeuDocs ECM (Enterprise 
Content Management system), allowing the user to search and modify the documents in a “digital file 
room.”  And since the Neubus NeuDocs ECM integrates with all other content management systems, 
organizations that already have a CMS, can keep using their CMS. 
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Secure capture across your agency 

• Capture documents the moment they’re received 
• Automate and digitize once-manual processes 
• No device drivers required; no drain on IT resources 
• Add security to existing scanning operations 
• Increase security and protection (CJIS & FIPS 140-2/3) 
• Support agency remote workers off the agency network 

 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

LOW-COST IMPLEMENTATION 

Many organizations are in dire need of an immediate solution to provide not only digitization of paper 
files to digital files, but also a system to access and search for the electronic files.  The Neubus Secure 
Cloud Document Capture solution starts with new file creation.  Using the Secure Cloud Scanner, 
users can immediately start creating digital files in the system.  Since the focus is on the new file 
creation process, organizations can start using the system very quickly with low setup costs; possibly 
under the thresholds that require procurement processes.   

The Neubus Secure Cloud Document Capture solution includes all the elements required to “go 
paperless,” and the solution is usage-based, so you pay only pennies-a-page to use the solution 
services.  There are no expensive software licenses to buy or capital expenditures for scanners or 
servers.  The Neubus Secure Cloud Document Capture solution is a pay-as-you-go, SaaS solution, with 
no contracts or termination fees.  There is no easier way to go paperless! 

The Neubus Secure Cloud Document Capture solution includes: 

√ NeuDocs ECM system 
√ Secure Cloud Scanners 
√ Searchable PDF Documents 
√ Up to 6 search fields 

√ Data table lookup for index fields 
√ Browser-based access to CMS 
√ Blank page removal  
√ Color scanning 

√ Setup of user accounts/permissions 
√ RT Ticket Support System 
√ AWS Gov Cloud hosting 
√ API-integration ready 

 

What about older file room files?  Once the Neubus Secure Cloud Document Capture solution is in 
place, organizations and agencies have options.  They can request additional scanners and have 
employees, contractors, or interns scan the older file room files into the system.  Or, Neubus can 
conduct a Needs Assessment Analysys and provide a budgetary estimate to scan the older files.   

This approach allows employees to learn and become proficient with the Neubus NeuDocs ECM and 
Secure Cloud Scanners before starting any large file room conversion project. 
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ENHANCE SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE (NIST CRYPTOGRAPHIC CERTIFIED) 

The painstaking tasks of meeting ever-changing compliance regulations and enforcing standardized 
processes can reduce efficiencies and lead to expensive fees. The Neubus Secure Cloud Scanners 
make it possible to capture documents at the point of the transaction to eliminate document loss and 
make sure you’re gathering all required data from the beginning.   

Desktop scanners traditionally connect to a desktop workstation. The Neubus Secure Cloud Scanner 
scans directly to the AWS Gov Cloud system without needing to be connected to a desktop computer 
or deal with device driver software.  When the last page is scanned, the user is prompted to enter the 
key index data for the document they’re scanning.  That’s it!   

The scanned documents are encrypted using FIPS 140-2/3 encryption standards, and the NIST-
certified scanners then transmit the encrypted date directly to the NeuDocs CMS, hosted in the CJIS-
compliant AWS Gov cloud environment.  

SUPPORTING THE REMOTE WORKER 

In today’s current landscape, organizations are 
challenged to keep operations running but with 
increased demand and fewer resources. To ease 
this transition, help with employee safety and 
balance operations with both in-office and remote 
professionals, Neubus is helping businesses 
better adapt to today’s non-traditional work 
environments and remain productive. 

 
The Neubus Secure Cloud Scanner does not connect to a computer workstation.  It is a stand-alone 
secure (NIST-lab certified) network appliance that requires only Ethernet or Wi-Fi connectivity.  This 
means that no IT involvement is required for driver or computer support.  Users can use the Secure 
Cloud Scanner on the office network, from home, or anywhere Wi-Fi access is available. 
 
The Neubus Secure Cloud Scanner allows both office and remote employees to manage and process 
documents which require organizing, scanning, saving, and sharing.  
 
 
 

Industry Experience 
 

Neubus has been working with large organizations and Federal, State, and local government and law 
enforcement agencies for over two decades. Learn more about why Neubus is the only choice for 
today’s Government Agencies looking for secure document management. 
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